Class 4
Spring – Ancient Egypt
As writers we will be writing using imperative
verbs to create instructions for the mummification
process. We will be looking at punctuation for
speech to write our own narrative based on our
class text. Using our historical knowledge, we will
be writing recounts and newspaper articles about
Howard Carter’s discovery of Tutankhamun. In
grammar lessons, we will be learning about the
apostrophe and using brackets in our writing.

As readers we will be looking at the different
level of detail required when responding to
reading comprehension questions. We will
be learning how to appropriately use
evidence from a given text to support our
opinions. We will also be developing our
vocabulary, using context to help us.

As musicians we will be using the Kodaly songs
and games to reinforce new notes and rhythms.
We will also learn how to play notes on the violin
and recorder.

Class Text
‘Secrets of a Sun King’
By: Emma Carroll

As scientists we will be studying plants and life
cycles. We will be dissecting a flowering plant to
learn the different parts of a flower. We will then
be researching life cycles of different animals.

As linguists we will be looking at the Jacques et
L’haricot Magique story (Jack and the Beanstalk)
and learning vocabulary as we read along.

As artists we will be making Pharaoh Masks from
Ancient Egypt. We will be using a combination of
visual and tactile ideas and combining materials in
different ways. Our masks will show texture,
pattern and embellishment.

Links to school values
Compassion – We will learn to show compassion through our RE topic, understanding
how important it is to care for our planet.
Trust – We will learn to trust the opinion of others when working a part of a group.
Forgiveness – We will learn how God shows us forgiveness in RE.
Endurance – We will show endurance when reading more challenging texts in English
this term.

As mathematicians we will use formal written
methods for multiplication, including the grid
method and short multiplication method. We will
also be looking at methods for division and solving
multi-step word problems using the bar model as a
visual method to help us.
As thinkers we will be exploring the question:
‘Who has Stewardship of the World?’ We will be
thinking about the role of Christians when caring
for the planet and thinking about the things we can
do as individuals to make a difference.
As historians we will be studying Ancient Egypt. We
will be researching different pharaohs, as well as
looking closely at the discovery of Tutankhamun. We
will also be reading Ancient Egyptian myths and
learning about the farming techniques that were
used.
As information technologists we will be
developing our understanding of computer
systems and how information is transferred
between systems and devices. We will explain the
input, output and process aspects of a variety of
different real-world systems.

Half Term Information
Parent Interviews – Wednesday 23 rd and Thursday 24 th
March
PE kits are needed in school every Friday
Swimming/PE kit – needed in school every Tuesday

